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Newsletter
Respect for self, others, learning and environment.
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I would like to start by thanking all the families for their overwhelming support
during this current lockdown. We know that it is a challenging time for students,
families and teachers. We are proud of the hard work and effort that everyone has
put in. Please know that we appreciate all your support, and the effort you are
going to in ensuring your children continue to learn and grow during these difficult
times.
The quality and amount of work that was completed on Seesaw was outstanding.
Thank you to all the parents and families that are supporting the students to
complete these tasks. Last week alone there were over seven thousand activities
completed. Teachers have been working hard to provide feedback on many of
these activities while also running WebEx meetings and adding future learning
tasks. Many teachers were also managing their own families during the lockdown
at the same time. They’ve done a wonderful job!
A quick look at the Seesaw statistics over the last week shows how hard everyone
was working:
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Dates to Remember
Friday, June 11 - Return to on-site
learning
Monday, June 14 - Queen’s Birthday
Public holiday - student free day
Tuesday, June 15 Breakfast Club and
Lunch orders resume
Friday, June 25 Last day of Term
2.30pm dismissal

Thank you all again for your hard work, please reach out to us if there is any
support the school can offer to assist your family, we have a few food hampers
available. We look forward to having everyone back on site tomorrow.
Michael Youngs
Assistant Principal

Connect with us!
Find us here
(Please note that the primary source of information
continues to be via email.)

In Iceland, knitting is taught to
students as part of
the curriculum!
Factslegend.org; wallsheaven.com

Wellbeing
Is your home
Emotional
Skills

child-safe?

Our ability to treat ourselves and others respectfully has a major impact on our lives. People with good emotional skills get on well with
others and can stick up for themselves when they need to, without becoming aggressive. They set and hold appropriate boundaries with
other people, know what they are worth and tend to be treated well as a consequence. The strategies below support you to become an
effective emotional coach for your children as well as support you to learn and grow as a parent.

Manage challenging behaviour by separating the person from their behaviour Be gentle on the person and firm on the
behaviour. The goal here is to teach that whilst certain behaviours are not ok, the child is always loved and treated respectfully so they can
learn from the situation.
Why is this strategy good for my child? Separating the person from the behaviour allows us to deal directly with the behaviour while
staying gentle on the person. When we do this, we can be as direct and as clear as we want with boundaries and consequences. This
separation keeps our child’s self esteem intact and teaches them personal responsibility. They will know that they are always loved for who
they are, despite what they do. This strategy also helps us as parents to learn and grow as well as manage our own emotional impulses.
Most parents get emotional and angry from time to time. When we react emotionally with anger or frustration it can be hurtful to our
children. When we realise we’ve done this, we recommend apologising and taking responsibility for our hurtful behaviour.
How to integrate this into your day: Remember when we need to deal with challenging behaviour use the language “You’re great, but
that behaviour is not ok.” Taking responsibility for our own behaviour builds trust and restores the loving connection again; it also role
models self-responsibility. Apologising for our mistakes is one of the best gifts we can give our children. When we do this, we can say,
“Sorry for the way I spoke to you. My frustration was not about you, but about your behaviour and I’m sorry I spoke like that.”

Support your children to express their feelings in healthy ways It is very important that we support our children to express
all their feelings without making them wrong for having them.
Why is this strategy good for my child? When our children are upset and we show that we understand them, they feel accepted and
supported by us and our relationship strengthens. Children who have their feelings acknowledged and accepted and who are encouraged
to talk about their feelings in an honest and healthy way, grow up with the critical life skill of being able to manage their emotions. If our
children’s feelings are not acknowledged, or are criticised, they may not learn to communicate how they feel and react in unhealthy ways.
This could be hurtful to themselves and others throughout their lives. It could also create an emotional separation between you and your
child, which is upsetting for everybody. Please be aware that our boys and girls are equally sensitive.
How to integrate this into your day: It is impossible to prevent our children
from having feelings and emotions such as anger, sadness, frustration,
anxiety etc, and is not our job to rescue them from these feelings. It is
however, our role to support them to express themselves. A simple model
to support our children is to follow the process below. Be careful not to
rush through the steps.
1.
Be aware of your child’s feelings and emotions on a daily basis.
Boys and girls are equally sensitive.
2.
Help children verbalise how they are feeling by asking them
validating questions (see below).
3.
Repeat their feelings back to them without making them right
or wrong. Remember, you don’t need to rescue them, just let
them know you are there.
4.
Set limits if their reactive behaviour is not ok. For example; “It’s
ok that you’re angry but it’s not ok to hit people. You need to stop
doing that.”

Validating questions:

De-validating response:

You seem angry, are you ok?
It sounds like you are feeling sad about that?
I can see that you are worried?
Are you feeling excited?

Getting angry doesn’t help anything! Don’t be silly!
Don’t be sad! Smile!
Don’t worry about it!
Calm down

Source: upliftingaustralia.org.au

For more tips and
strategies to build
emotional, relationship
and life skills, click here.
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What we’ve been doing in:

Prep

It has been fantastic to see our Preps engaged in online learning. In what is a challenging time for everyone, our
Preps have shown great resilience moving from face-to-face learning to online. We are so proud of all your hard
work and learning you are doing!
Our Preps have been working in all the usual areas of the curriculum, and the tasks below include phonics,
syllable recognition, shape sorting and reading. Preps have also enjoyed a guided drawing activity, drawing a
Minion, in Art, yoga in Wellbeing and play-based learning activities. Keep up the great work Preps!
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What we’ve been doing in:

Grade 1

Grade 1 students have been working hard, focusing on Literacy and Numeracy. The focus in Maths has been
Australian currency, with students learning to identify, sort and use money. Literacy tasks have included
identifying the main character in stories and writing about them. The focus for writing, as has been across the
school, is procedural texts, with Grade 1 students learning how to structure procedural writing, and writing some
attention-grabbing lead-in sentences. For Wellbeing, students were asked how they can be helpful at home.
Well done Grade 1, you’ve done a fantastic job!
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What we’ve been doing in:

Grade 2

Grade 2 students have been hard at work expanding their use of adjectives when identifying and describing the
main character in stories. Procedural writing has seen some yummy breakfast ideas presented, plus more
amazing lead-in sentences. In Wellbeing, students shared some of the ways they like to spend time with their
family. For a bit of fun, students were given a simple ‘squiggle’ and asked to turn it in to a picture. Just looking
at the few examples below really highlights not only how we all see things differently, but how limitless
children’s imaginations are. Great work Grade 2!
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What we’ve been doing in:

Grade 3

What a fabulous job our Grade 3 students have done during remote learning! In Maths, the focus was on
perimeter, with the digital pegboards below helping to calculate shapes easily. In writing there was procedural
texts and narratives. Screen free day activities included an alphabet scavenger hunt at home. Literacy focused
on synonyms, with students completing word webs with the help of a thesaurus. Lastly, students were asked to
use Venn Diagrams to show the similarities and differences of the main characters in their focus text, Why the
Koala has a Stumpy Tail. Great work Grade 3! We’re proud of what you’ve achieved.
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What we’ve been doing in:

Grade 4

Lots of imagination on display from our Grade 4 students during remote learning with some creative tasks, such as creating a
new holiday, and building a creature and it’s habitat from household items. Wellbeing saw students brainstorm ways they can
spread kindness. There are some fabulous ideas in the story maps below, inspired by an image students were given to write
about. There’s suspense, humour and plot twists - we look forward to reading your final drafts! Lastly, students looked at
worded math problems about money, using specific problem-solving strategies to clove them. Well done Grade 4!
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What we’ve been doing in:

Grade 5 / 6

Our Senior students have done a superb job
with their online learning. There were lots of
creative ideas coming through, these two
pages are only a taste of what our Seniors’
fantastic imaginations have produced! Keep
up the great work 5 / 6!

balcony

DESIGN YOUR

DREAM TREEHOUSE
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What we’ve been doing in:

5/6

WINTER POETRY
Smooth white and pure,
Soft crystal magic
Shimmering glittering snowflakes
Falling, falling,
Happy holiday cheer,
The ice and snow
It's winter time around here

Shimmering icy snowflake
Magic so white and pure
Cheer for the happy holiday
Crystals glittering
Snow so smooth
Winter it's that time of year

❄ ❄

The soft snow blankets around me
the ice shimmering on the sun’s reflection
happy cheers because winter is here

Happy winter holiday, blankets around a fire,
Shimmering white snow, falling.
Pure snowflakes falling, falling, falling,
Cheers went up in the air, as the magical time
came to an end.
Shivers crept up my spine as I touched the
smooth, soft ice around
Glittering icy crystals.

❄

Icy crystal magic
Pure smooth snow
Glittering holiday cheer
Blankets soft white
Falling winter ice

White pure snow
Falling all around us
Smooth glittering blankets
Spreading all across us
Soft winter magic
Around the happy snowflakes
Cheer up icy crystals
Shimmering time is here
Holidays will go on
In the shivery ice of Melbourne

Winter wonderland
Icy snow
Nothing is hot
The animals are hibernating
Everyone shivering
Really cold

Cheer icy crystal magic soft blankets
Falling white smooth snowflake glittering snow
Around the holiday pure shimmering ice
Shiver around, happy winter time

Icy blankets of crystal shimmering in the white snow
While snowflake are falling, glittering winter magic has holiday cheer around
Soft smooth snow, time is always happy around shivering ice

Winding winds,
Icicles hanging outside off the roof
Nice warm hot chocolate to sip on
Tucked in my warm cozy blanket
Extreme icy weather in the range of 10°,
Rain pouring heavily all day every day

❅

Shimmering white snowflake
Glittering happy time as we
Bundle up soft in our warm blankets.

Icy pure crystal
shimmering white snow
falling glittering blankets

❅

Happy holiday cheer
icy crystal snowflake around the ice,
glittering smooth,
white falling pure blankets
soft snow time magic shiver
shimmering around winter

Winter is a shimmering crystalised holiday
It's a gorgeous soft white pillow of snow
Its cold and wet but the sound of soothing rain drops on the roof is best
These are all the things why winter is the most magical season of all

Winters here, its holiday time.
Shimmering and glittering ice snowflakes falling from the sky all around.
Now its time to play around in the crystal white and soft magic icy snow.
Smooth hands are as cold as Winter.
Time to shiver and get under the blankets,
drinking hot chocolate with warm marshmallows on top
Remembering the pure cheer and laughter with happy thoughts

Ice falling blankets of soft snow forming,
Pure white snowflakes all around
The icy blaze shows us its time for winter,
Can you feel the magic of this special holiday?
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What we’ve been doing in:

HPE

Health and PE lessons brought some fun to our lockdown days, with a range of activities to keep everyone
moving. Health topics included water safety and how to be a good sport, while PE activities included the Toilet
Paper Tower Challenge and Toilet Paper Long Jump, Obstacle Course, In Out On Split, Shrink to Grow, Ball in the
Bucket, Bop It and practicing ball handling skills. The Toilet Paper tasks were very popular, and it was impressive
to see just how many toilet rolls some students could jump over! Obstacle Courses were also popular, including
for those students on-site. So many videos were submitted and it was great to see so many of you staying active
while learning from home. Well done to everyone - it looks like you’ve really enjoyed HPE at home!
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What we’ve been doing in:

Indonesian

Binatang-binatang - Animals

Well done to all of our students that
continued their Indonesian lessons at
home. Pak McDonald provided videos so
that students could still work on their
pronunciation of Indonesian words,
while tasks included word searches,
crosswords and True or False questions
to increase familiarity of new words.
Prep students were introduced to
Binatang-binatang (Animals) and
adjectives to describe them. Grade 1 / 2
looked at Keluarga Saya (My Family),
using a Simpsons’ Family Tree to
understand family names and their
relationship to each other. Grade 3 / 4
studied Transport with Naik Apa? (By
What?) and Grade 5 / 6 explored their
home environment with Rumah Saya
(My House). Great job everyone!

Naik Apa? - By What?
Keluarga Saya
- My Family
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What we’ve been doing in:

Art

Our students have been getting quite creative with a brilliant selection of Art tasks, including using items found
around the home. Abstract artworks were made tracing the outlines of everyday items, and colouring them in;
imaginations were put to the test by creating drawings with everyday items forming elements of the picture.
Lastly, our 3 / 4 students traced their hands in different positions to create animals. Some fabulous imaginations
at work - great job everyone!
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